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August
Lomond Letter

Dear Customer,

What a busy summer we have had so far!  We are sure you will be keeping your stocks replenished and with even
more fantastic new titles being added to our range,  there is something for everyone.  Check out our brand new titles
below:

Matilda in Scots - B&W - PB - 55858 - £6.99

Translatit intae Scots by Anne Donovan, Matilda is the world's most famous bookworm, no thanks
to her ghastly parents. Her father thinks she's a little scab. Her mother spends all afternoon playing
bingo. And her headmistress, Miss Trunchbull? She's the worst of all. She's a big bully, who thinks
all her pupils are rotten and locks them in the dreaded Chokey. Despite these beastly grownups
trying to push her down, Matilda is an extraordinary girl with a magical mind. And she's had
enough. This translation into Scots is a timely addition to the growing number of high quality
books available to children and young people to read in the wonderfully rich and expressive Scots
language.

Scotland’s Greatest Mysteries - Lomond - PB - 52734 - £3.99

 We are all fascinated by mysteries - and Scotland has had more than its fair share over the
centuries, from the legendary monster of the loch, through the Bible John murders, to the sinister

hypersonic jet plane said to have flown regularly at night into the Kintyre Peninsula. This
collection of eighteen stories is not simply themed on murder and mystery but some more

perplexing tales, such as what ever happened to the three vanished keepers of the Flannan Light?
We have pulled together the known facts of each mystery and leave it to the reader to come up

with any ideas that might suggest a resolution of any given case. If that were ever to happen, you
can rest assured Police Scotland stands ever ready to spring into action. In the meantime though,

we all have to settle for one challenging word... Unsolved.

Best of Scotland - Birlinn - HB - 55687 - £14.99

In this imaginative, informative and amusing miscellany, award-winning journalist John
MacLeod explores some of the well-known symbols of Scottish culture (as well some of the
quirkier ones) and looks beneath the surface to shatter some long-held assumptions that will
surprise even the most well-informed Scotophile. Did you know, for example, that the kilt was
actually banned in Scotland at one point, and that particular tartans were never originally
identified with specific clans, let alone surnames?

Made in Scotland - Birlinn - HB - 55686 - £14.99

Of the wide range and diversity of British products that are now household names, both at
home and abroad, the Scots can take pride in the fact that many of them began in Scotland.

When people first spread Robertson's Golden Shred Marmalade on their toast, it was by
courtesy of a Paisley man, James Robertson. How would the housewife have thickened her

sauce without cornflour, first produced in Paisley by Brown & Polson in 1854? Pringle of
Hawick gave the world the first knitted twin-set; J & P Coats of Paisley, whose origins go back

to 1830. This new edition of Made in Scotland features the stories behind a wide number of
the best-known household names that originated in Scotland.

A Taste of Scotland’s Islands - Birlinn - HB - 56144 - £20

Sue Lawrence has been on a personal odyssey - a trip round some of Scotland's many islands
speaking to producers and cooks, gleaning recipes along the way. She has amassed over 60
recipes, mainly created from ingredients and produce she came across in her travels. Some of the
recipes are traditional, others are more contemporary.  This celebration of the landscape and
history of the Scottish islands is illustrated with photos of some of the most beautiful scenery in
the world and with mouth-watering pictures of the islands' best cooking.

August Titles
 The McCoo Family have arrived!  Meet Betty, Harris and Nan McCoo.
From the beautiful artwork by Steven Brown, author Shirley Husband has created adventurous
stories full of adventure and also featuring many Scottish places.

These books are  to Lomond so get your stock now!

McCoo Fanily: Betty
McCoo & the Highland

Fling
 £8.99  

McCoo Fanily: Nan
McCoo & thr Birthday

Bother
 £7.99  

McCoo Fanily: Harris
McCoo & the Rainbow

Haggis
 £7.99  

We hope that you all have had a fantastic season so far and you can check out even more of our
products in our brand new Summer Catalogue.

      On behalf of the Lomond Team,

Exclusive Exclusive Exclusive

Book of
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Auld Stirling
Punishments
 £12.99  

Da Shamhradh ann an
Raineach
 £8.99  

The First Fact File:
Weather
 £9.99  

The Westie Fest
 £7.99  

The First Fact File: The
Vikings

 £9.99  

Animal Adventure
Club: The Baby Otter

Rescue
 £5.99  

Animal Homes
 £8.99  

Horrible Geography:
Odious Oceans

 £5.99  

Strong Brave True:
Great Scots
 £12.99  

So you want to be a
Viking?

 £9.95  

The First Fact File:
Oceans

 £9.99  

Princess Board Books
 £1.25  

Confessions of a
Bookseller
 £16.99  

The Changeling
 £9.99  

Blood Queen: Real
Lady Macbeth

 £7.99  

Facing the Bear:
Scotland & the Cold

War
 £25.00  

The Living Mountain
 £14.99  

I Like Birds: A Guide
to Britain’s Avian

Wildlife
 £12.99  

Glovebox Atlas
Scotland
 £4.99  

The Flowers of the
Forest

 £12.99  

Ma Wee Book o’
Getting’ Sh**te Done

 £6.99  

Romans in Scotland
and the Battle of Mons

Graupius
 £20.00  

Renewing Britain’s
Railways: Scotland

 £14.99  

The National Trust
Book of Jam
 £9.99  

Me & Ma Gal
 £5.99  

Scotland from the Sky
 £16.99  

The Golf Lover’s Guide
to Scotland
 £14.99  

The Big Rounds
 £18.95  

Shell Life on the
Seashore
 £9.99  

Seashaken Houses: A
Lighthouse Story Flow

 £9.99  

A Time of Tyrants
 £12.99  

Atlantic Puffin Coaster
 RRP £3.25  

Walking on Jura, Islay
and Colonsay

 £14.95  

Top 10 Loch Lomond &
Trossachs Pub Walks

 £5.99  

To the Island of Tides:
A Journey to
Lindisfarne
 £20.00  

Common Dolphin
Coaster

 RRP £3.25  

Loch Ness Monster
Coaster

 RRP £3.25  

Highland Cow
(Machair) Coaster

 RRP £3.25  

Glenfinnan Viaduct
Coaster

 RRP £3.25  

Edinburgh Castle &
Military Tattoo Coaster

 RRP £3.25  

Scottish Thistle2
Coaster

 RRP £3.25  

Forth Bridge Print
 RRP £2.95  

Edinburgh Castle &
City Print

 RRP £2.95  

Cairngorm Mountains
Print

 RRP £2.95  

Atlantic Puffin Print
 RRP £2.95  

Glenfinnan Viaduct
Print

 RRP £2.95  

Portree Harbour
 Print

 RRP £2.95  

Loch Shiel at
Glenfinnan, Lochaber

Print
 RRP £2.95  

Ullapool at Dusk
Print

 RRP £2.95  

Loch Lomond from
South Print

 RRP £2.95  


